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Schedule of Events

Thursday, May 27

5:00 - 9:00 pm  DORM CHECK-IN  (Stonier Hall - Dorm residents only)
6:00 - 9:00 pm  RECEPTION  (Zimmerli Art Museum)

Friday, May 28

7:30 - 8:15 am  BREAKFAST SERVED  (Brower Commons - Dorm residents only)
8:15 - 8:50 am  REGISTRATION  (Voorhees Hall)

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM  (Voorhees Hall)

8:50 - 9:00 am  WELCOMING REMARKS
Holly Smith, Executive Dean, Faculty of Arts and Sciences

Session Chair: John Wilkins

9:00 - 9:35 am  John P. Perdew, Tulane University
Meta-Generalized Gradient Approximation: Third Rung on the Ladder of Density Functional Approximations

9:35 - 10:10 am  Weitao Yang, Duke University
Potential Functionals: Solution to the v-representability Problem and Theoretical Foundation for the Optimized Effective Potential in Density Functional Theory

10:10 - 10:30 am  COFFEE BREAK

Session Chair: Hardy Gross

10:30 - 11:05 am  Kiril Tsemekhman, University of Washington
Self-Consistent Implementation of Self-Interaction Corrected Density Functional Theory to Confined and Extended Systems

11:05 - 11:40 am  David C. Langreth, Rutgers University
Van der Waals Density Functional Theory with Applications
11:40 - 12:15 pm  Morrel H. Cohen, Rutgers University
*Interpreting the Kohn-Sham Spectrum*

12:30 - 1:15 pm  LUNCH SERVED  *(Brower Commons)*

**Session Chair: John Tully**

1:45 - 2:20 pm  Hong Guo, McGill University
*Modeling Charge Transport in Molecular Electronics: a Combined DFT and Non-equilibrium Green's Function Approach*

2:20 - 2:55 pm  Jeffrey B. Neaton, LBNL and U.C. Berkeley
*First-principles Studies of Electron Transport through Nanostructures and Molecules Using a Scattering State Approach*

3:05 - 4:35 pm  POSTER SESSION I

4:35 - 5:10 pm  Giulia Galli, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
*First Principles Simulations of Water and Simple Aqueous Solutions*

5:10 - 5:45 pm  Nikos L. Doltsinis, Ruhr-Universitaet Bochum
*Nonadiabatic Ab-initio Molecular Dynamics for High-dimensional Systems*

[ DINNER ON YOUR OWN IN NEW BRUNSWICK ]

**Saturday, May 29**

7:30 - 8:15 am  BREAKFAST SERVED  *(Brower Commons - Dorm residents only)*

**SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM**  *(Voorhees Hall)*

**Session Chair: Mei-Yin Chou**

9:00 - 9:35 am  Claudia Filippi, University of Leiden
*Ground and Excited-state QMC Energies: The Importance of Wave Function Optimization*

9:35 - 10:10 am  Lubos Mitas, North Carolina State University
*Coupled Quantum Monte Carlo and Ab-Initio Molecular Dynamics Simulations*

10:10 - 10:30 am  COFFEE BREAK

**Session Chair: Cyrus Umrigar**

10:30 - 11:05 am  Henry Krakauer, College of William and Mary
*Quantum Monte Carlo Method for Real Materials: Random Walks in Slater Determinant Space*

11:05 - 11:40 am  T. Daniel Crawford, Virginia Tech
Local Correlation in Molecular Response Properties

11:40 - 12:15 pm  Catalin Spataru, U.C. Berkeley
Non-equilibrium Quasiparticle Spectrum of Highly IrradiatedSemiconductors

12:30 - 1:15 pm  LUNCH SERVED  (Brower Commons)

Session Chair: Jerry Bernholc

1:45 - 2:20 pm  Sergej Y. Savrasov, New Jersey Institute of Technology
Electronic Structure Calculations with Dynamical Mean Field Theory

2:20 - 2:55 pm  Peter D. Haynes, University of Cambridge
Linear-scaling Density-functional Theory with Plane Waves

3:05 - 4:35 pm  POSTER SESSION II

4:35 - 5:10 pm  Donald R. Hamann, Rutgers University and Lucent Bell Laboratories
Strain Perturbations and Other Recent Developments in the ABINIT Software Package

5:10 - 5:45 pm  Stefan Goedecker, University of Basel
Structure Determination of Large Systems: Finding Local and Global Minima of the Potential Energy Surface

8:00 pm  CONFERENCE BANQUET  (Soho on George)

Sunday, May 30

7:30 - 8:15 am  BREAKFAST SERVED  (Brower Commons - Dorm residents only)

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM  (Voorhees Hall)

Session Chair: Nicola Marzari

9:00 - 9:35 am  Serge M. Nakhmanson, North Carolina State University
Design of New Ferroelectric Polymers through Computer Simulations

9:35 - 10:10 am  Bernard Kirtman, U.C. Santa Barbara
Calculation of Nonlinear Optical Properties of Conjugated Molecules and Polymers

10:10 - 10:20 am  Richard M. Martin, University of Illinois
Brief Introduction to New Textbook and Resources under Construction

10:20 - 10:40 am  COFFEE BREAK

Session Chair: Don Hamann

10:40 - 11:15 am  Michelle D. Johannes, Naval Research Laboratories
Can Electronic Structure Calculations Explain the Complex Properties of Na$_2$CoO$_2$?

11:15 - 11:50 am  Eberhard K.U. Gross, Freie Universitat Berlin
Density Functional Theory of Superconductivity

11:50 - 12:00 pm  CONCLUDING REMARKS

12:15 - 1:00 pm  LUNCH SERVED  (Brower Commons)

12:45 - 2:15 pm  DORM CHECK-OUT  (Stonier Hall - Dorm residents only)
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